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Hi© interaction of microwaves with ionised gases has recently
'become an area of intense investigation, and microwave circuit compommstm utilising concepts learned from these investigations are
already in production*
confine a plasma column*

Vteibml (X)* has suggested using microwaves to
Brown (£>5) has made an extensive study of

high frequency gas-discharge breakdown and has compiled a large amount
of data*

Radiation pressure had been considered primarily as a means of
confining plasmas until less and TUosa. (b) of the national .Aeronautics

and Space '■dainistration, lamgley Research Center suggested using, mloro*

wave radiation pressure for accelerating plasmas* Additional impetus
has been given to the latter suggestion by the recent development of
high power microwave sources (of the order of 10® watts peak power)#
fhe radiation pressure method of acceleration has s distinct
adveotetge over the electrical propulsion systems la that the problems

of coupling the electromagnetic energy to the plasma are greatly reduced*
The energy from guided microwaves is already unidirectional, therefore
eliminating the need for schemes 'to convert the microwave energy to

kinetic energy of 'the pl&emn. fhis advantage exists, of course, only
for highly absorptive or reflective plasmas# Plasmas that are trans
parent to electromagnetic wave© would not experience any force.
Hie problem in general, is to investigate various schemes of
"pushing plasmas with electromagnetic waves, and to develop diagnostic
~ " ^BaSer^ljn () refer to references stated in the bibliography.

teehalqpfeft to measure those effects* in particular, it was decided to
attempt to produce and accelerate a plasma by meow of microwaves from
a radar transmitter,

Using such m transmitter* a pla*» m s produced

in a partially evacuated section of coaxial tsmxMnULaeloa line by radio
frequency breakdown @ad the plasma vat then accelerated Into a glass
tube by radiation pressure and diffusion.

An axial nag?imtie field m s

used for channeling to prevent the plasma from diffusing to toe walls
of the glass tube before having traveled tfee length of toe tube.

Hie

plasma was detected and its velocity measured downstream vito photo
cells and induction probes. Velocities m
percent were obtained,

high as 2*k x 10® -A- il$
sec

fhe experiments were conducted using both

helium aid air and to# results are compared*

II.

ACCEU8RA.TXQB OF A FIa SHA Of BABgATXQII PRESSURE

S#ftuition of a plaepmu-

A plasm, for toe purpose© of this paper#

may be considered as a fully or partially ionised gas which is nearly
apace toarga neutralj that is# to© number of electrons la & unit volume
equals toe nusafccr of singly charged positive Ions la that volume#
assuming negative ions are not present,

a

plasma# then# can be said to

consist of tore© distinct component "gases,“ namely* toe electron ga®#
toe ion gas# ©ad a gag consisting of toe neutral molecules.

la a plasma* there is always a recast)testtor* of positive lone and
electrons to form neutral molecules*

At toe earn® time# there, is also

ionisation of neutral molecules due to collisions with other particles*
Under certain conditions# such as those present la the earth*s ionosphere
and stellar atmospheres# too rate of production of ioas and electrons
equals to© rate of reeonbiaatiea of electrons with lens# nod a steady-

state oituatlon exists in the relative numbers of electrons* ions* sad
neutral molecules*

If the rate of production is greater than the

recombination rate* then the

will eventually become fully ionised*

However* if' the rate of production is less than toe rate of recombina

tion* then there will be a net loss of charged particle© and. the plasma
is ©aid to be la decay*
Fore# exerted oa a reflee ting surface W

electromagnetto radiation*-

Since a plasma is a conductor of electricity* it can reflect incident
electromagnetic radiation# and since such radiation is toe carrier of
momentum# toe reflection will result in m force on the plasma*
expression for this force can easily be found a© follows*

An

% ll|W

Hi# momentum carried by a photon of energy

fcv la ~

and thus

unidirectional electromagnetic radiation which transport© energy

I

w i n carry momentum |§* where C Is the velocity of the radiation.
v
But dE/db ** F where F is the power and t the time* Hie rate of
transport of momentum* from above is thus;

How if a fraction

f

1 A£

P

C At

C

of toe radiation incident on the p l a s m Is

reflected* the rate of change of momentum of the plasm will be
{i ♦ i) ^
c

and this is* by Hewton1© second law* toe force exerted by the radiation,
for total reflection

* 5 -
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Radio frequency breakdown,-

m i plasma

In a high frequency gaa discharge

breakdown# the primary ionization froa the electron motion is the only

production

ghetxommn that controls the breakdown* If mm calculate©

the maximum kinetic energy in the oscillatory motion of an electron at

the minimum field intensities for which breakdown is observed expertmentally, one find® a value of about 1C~^ electron volt* This 1©
obviously Insufficient to supply the ionization potential of several
volts required for breakdown*

It is well known that a free electron in m vacuum under the action
of an alternating electric field oscillates with its velocity 90° mit
of phase with the field# and thus takes no power# on the average, from
the applied field*

The electron can gain energy fro® the field only

by suffering collision® vlth the gas atoms# and it doe© m by having
its ordered oscillatory motion changed to random motion on collision.
The electron gains random energy#

m

the average# on each collision

until it is able to make an inelastic collision with & gas atom.
When an external d-e magnetic field is applied in the situation
described above# the electrons hove another means by which they cmm
gala energy from the electric field.

In the case of high frequency

breakdown in a magnetic field# considering collisions, the medium
become® anisotropic and the effective dielectric constant become® a
tensor given, a® shown in appendix A by
€11

U 12

0
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w h ere
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m

microwave frequency, radians/sec
plmm& frequency

mc

electnm cyclotroa treqpe&cy

v

electron^neutr&l molecule collision frequency* (C/me)

c0

free space dielectric constant

Since the Imaginary part of the dielectric constant represents the louses
to the medium, the maximum energy transfer from the microvavm field to
the electrons occurs vXmms the imaginary part of the dielectric constant
is a maximum*

this occurs at

m «
this causes m resonance effect and is called “electron cyclotron resonance*
for these experiments, the resolace effect occurred at about 1020 gauss
me will he seen in figure© IT and IS*

Velocity asttsureaaato.* The majority of the velocity measurements
were made using a photocell as a detector.
Hie pulse produced by to© luminous front pacing the photocell
displayed on an oscilloscope triggered at a fixed time with respect
to the microwave pulse initiating the plasma.

Observations were

repented a* the photocell was moved farther danauttree* from the
accelerator; the pulse wee displaced in time on each succeeding
oscillogram*

The displacement correspond© to the time required for

the front to m o w the distance the photocell M s boen moved*

The

velocity of the luminous front can easily' be calculated from the
displacements*

Other velocity MainircMttat* were- mode by m m m of an Induction
probe. When 'toe plasma travel© down toe gins® tube# it passes through
a cylindrical brass probe surrounding toe tube; to* charged particles

induce a voltage in to* probe and the signal la displayed on an
osciUotteop**

The signal# tram the electron# and to* lorn do not

cancel each other because they do not arrive at toe probe at the ©see

time* Use velocity of the plasaNL is determined from these Induction,
probe signals in m manner analogous to that used for the photocell
method*

-a xv\
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is produced by radio frequency bmrnk&mm in on evacuated coaxial cluuRber*
henceforth called the accelerator asad shown ebfceiaatla&Xly la Figure 1*
A complete list of all equipment vith onnufacturer *s mam® m & mode 1
auabeve appears la appendix B*

©*e source of the radio frequaiicy energy

i® an S€B*!>8% ,
radar trmasaitter utilising a 2JT31 wagaetron*

She peak

■power output of the Magnetron 1b 2:>G lev at & frequency of *.ffe lne«

In

order to increase the available energy per pulse the norsaul transmitter
pulse'length has been increased fro® 0.8 a&creaeeoaa to 1*0 oderoaecond*
l*hc energy is fed to the accelerator through an S-besad waveguide
circuit shown in Figure I* *Sbm laolator provides a 20»€b attenuation
for signal® reflected frees the breakdown or from the mismatch at the
end of the coaxial cable la the accelerator* preventing the magnetron
from being influenced by these signals*

An E~H plane tuner is used

for Hatching the waveguidectrealt for nmx.lmm. power traaenlasloa from
the magnetron to the accelerator* Xhe reminder of the microwave
components shown in Figure 1 were not used in this investigation*
Two sets of Helmholta coils,wound on aluminum spools and shown

In

Figure 2, were used to produce & magnetic field in the breakdown region*
Use four coils are mounted on the same axis.

In order to preserve the

Belmholts coil geometry the outer two coils had to be larger than the

inner two. Hue outer coils were 2,5 inches in diameter and the Inner
colls were 21 inches In diaamter* Uniform magnetic fields of up to
lpOQ gauss with less than p percent variation can be produced over &

region about 20 cm long and 10 cm In diameter*

In order to retain

constant field strengths for periods of up to 50 secernAs* it wen
necessary to introduce cooling devices. One end one-eighth OB copper
tubing warn rolled into a rectangular cross section of about 1/% 1^ *
by 1-3/% inches. After each 10 turns of wire cm the coil©* one of
these copper cooling strips, blanked off at each and with an inlet
or outlet tube, was wrapped around the turns. Cm the larger coils,
two cooling strips were needed and on the smaller o m m only on® m s
necessary*

She resistance of the four coils coo&ined m s 3 ohm© and current©
up to 1>C amps were passed through them. The power supply was a d~c
generator having & maximum output capability of 730 maps at 600 volts.
Accelerator,- Hie entire accelerator is mchl&ed from brass and
is shown in m sectional drawing in Figure %.
used Is fed in through the gas Inlet tube.

the articular gas being

Hi# pressure ©t the break-

down point I® monitored with on Ionisation gage, and in the glass tube
with a Bastings thermocouple gage.

Hi# coaxial cable from the 0-band waveguide circuit lead© directly
Into the accelerator. As can be seen bat Figure %, the continuity of
the coaxial line has been preserved right through the accelerator*

Hi#

Teflon "window" provides the vacuum seal In the coaxial cable, Two of
the Teflon '‘window©” ttet were used In these experiments are shown along
with the brass center conductor in Figure 3*
Plasma detection equipmentt- The diagnostic work la these experi
ments was concerned mainly with detecting the plasma a© it pissed some
position along the glass tube. Two methods of detection were used. The
first employed a photocell, the second an induction probe*

ID -

The photocell method Is ©town aclmatleally In Figure 1*

The coil

wrapped tightly around the glass tube produces an axial magnetic field
in the tube and prevents the plasms tram diffusing to- the walls, Hie
"gaps" in the coil are evenly ©paced 10 ea apart and are ©ach 1 cm wide.
These "gaps'1 are the stations at which the photocell ’
"sees'1 the plasma.
It w m necessary to paint the entire inside of the glaas tube with flat
black paint, except for small openings at the “gape" in the coil
around the tube in order to eliminate internal reflection© of light
from the luminous front which would be detected by the photocells

long before the front arrival at the photocell, thus giving erroneous
results*
In order that all the oscillogram© have a emsmm origin for a
reference point, it vmm necessary 'to trigger the oscilloscope at the
% m m time with reepect to the discharge for each oscillogram*

Thia

was done by synchronising the oscilloscope with the microwave pulse
producing tins breakdown,

The pulse generator used to trigger the

driver unit in the

has a second output allowing simultaneous

triggering of two events.

Hie pulse from the second output was pss&ed

through a variable time delcy generator, end then to the external
trigger input on. the oscilloscope.

Every time & pulse was sent to

the driver unit to drive the magnetron, another pulse w m m u % to
the external triggering circuit on the oscilloscope.

The time delay

generator was adjusted until the signal from the photocell appeared oa
the oscilloscope screen in a convenient position cad van then left at
that setting for the refining me&jniremexito.

lypical velocity

mmmrtimnt slgmril© from the photocells axe

shown

la the oacillograaut of Figure© ? and S.
for the Induction probe mmJMiremits, the glass tube used for the
photocell

was replaced with & glass tube without a coil

around it* An induction probe, which was simply a ring 1*0 at wide
and T<6 m in diameter fabricated fro® l/l6«»lneh braes sheet stock,
van designed to slide over the outside of the glass tube, When either
positive or negative charges peee through such a ring they indue© a
voltage in the ring* Velocity measurements are mad© using these signals

&m m

in exactly the same manner as that described in connection with pbotoceil measurements,

Oscillograms of these sisals are shown in

Figures 9 end 10.

0?

Signal decay measuremeats.* In order to determine whether the

mm

luminous front represented a moving, plasm or a stream of electron©
exciting gas atoms as they proceeded dovn the tube, light output
measurement© were made m a function of distance from, the accelerator
and expired with similar signals from the induction probe, fhe
sensitivity and the sweep rat© of the oscilloscope were decreased so
that the entire signal from the pliotoce.ll was displayed.

Oscillograms

were mad© of this signal at each station along the glass tube, and the
maximum amplitudes are shown m functions of distance from the
accelerator la Figure© 11 and 12. fh© oscillograms of the photocell

signals appear In Figures 13 and 1^*
Oscillograms were also mad© of the signals from the induction probe
at every 10 cm along the tube. The maximum amplitudes of those parts of
the signals produced by the electrons were also shown in Figures 11 and 12.

m The signals produced by the ions decay to aero a short distance from the
accelerator#

the oscillogram© of the Induction probe signals are shown

In Figures 1*? and 16.

Total current outfit m m u r m m u t B »- Another probe, used to measure
the difference In electron and Ion emission currents from tbs accel*
erator was also made tram l/l6~tnck brass sheet stock# This probe was
a cylinder 7*0 cm in diameter and 100 cm long# This probe was fitted
inside the glass tube and collected all charges endtied from the
accelerator* As can be seen in Figure 19, the probe Is connected
directly to an

msmtmr the other side of which was connected to the

accelerator which was at ©round potential* Since the microwaves were
pulsed, the currents from the accelerator were pulsed, an 6pf capacitance was
connected in parallel with the ammeter In order to measure average currents*
Currents sera measured as a function of the external magnetic field
produced by the Helmholts colls and the data may be found In Figures 1?
sod 18* At the seme time, the total light output was monitored by a photo
cell "looking” into the accelerator fros the end of the tube* the
amplitudes of the signals from this photocell mem also shown In

figures 17 and 18#
Vacuum system*-

The vacuum system was designed to quickly evacuate

the accelerator and glass tube to a pressure of O.Clp fig#
range of the diffusion ptxqp is 3 x IcH* to 2 x j£^ p %
puling spaed of 210 liters per second at 8p % .

The operating

with a maximum,

As shown In the

schematic drawing of the vacuum system in Figure 6, the diffusion pump
could be completely .shut off from the rest of %fee system to 'prevent
contamination and cooling of the diffusion puii^p oil evexy t l m that air
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The results of some of the

velocity measurement© described in chapter IV are tabulated ia Table I*
The average velocity in air, using both photocell and induction probe
measurement® was 2.2 x 1CP -^r -11 percent.

The average velocity in

helium was 2.% x 10^ -jfi~ 113 percent.
When it was possible %o maintain the breakdown# velocity measurement©
were and© without the external magnetic field# and the velocities were
fount to be in the sane rang© am those obtained with the external field.
The- velocities measured were independent of the
breakdown region.

istic field in the

According to the theory of the effect of a d-c

magnetic field on high frequency breakdown (9)# the electrons emitted
from the accelerator when an external magnetic field is applied should
be morm energetic than those emitted without an external magnetic field*
The fact that the velocities of the luminous front and the electrons
were independent of the magnetic field gave rise to further experi
ments to determine the nature of 'the luminous front and the origin of
the electron®! simultaneous measurement© were made of light output
and induction probe signals m

m function of distance from the accelerator.

Also# simultaneous measurements were made of total light output and
current output from the accelerator.
Comparison of signal decay measurements.- The signal decay
measurement© described la chapter IV were made to help determine whether
the luminous front was caused by a moving plasma or a stream of electrons
exciting gas molecules as they moved down the tube:.

The maximum amplitude®

of the light and of the induction probe electron current signal© are
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plotted against distance from the accelerator la Fi@*r» 11 and 12.

The decay at the two signal© la air as shown In Figaro 11 would indicate
that the electron stream mad 'the luminosity are definitely related.

However# the measurements la helium# plotted la Figure 12 do not readily
show such a relationship# «\ possible explanation of the shape of the
Inductive probe signal decay curve la Figure 12 is that the mobility of
helium ions la a helium atmosphere is much greater than the mobility
of molecular air ions la am air atmosphere. Therefore# the helium ionts
travel further and faster than the ions from the air breakdown and
decrease the effective negative signal induced in the probe.

The

increase la the negative signal between the 20*»ca and TO*cm points is
then due to the loss of positive ions to the walls of the gXana tube.
It is possible that in the experiment* performed with helium# & plasm
moves as far as 60 cm fro© the accelerator*
.Effect of magnetic field on tareatedtteu#* .In the upper half of
Figures If and 18# the difference between the total electron and Ion
currents emitted from the accelerator is plotted against the magnetic

field. *Ba@se curves show that ’
the electron current exceeds the positive
ion current except for that part of the curve for helium above 915 gauss*

For the latter# -the ion currant exceeds the electron current. The lower
parts of Figure® 17 and JUS are ‘
total light output measurements nmde
simultaneously with the current readings above.
In air the light output remains constant until electron cyclotron
resonance occurs.

output© end above

In helium# the light output follows the electron
913

gauss it follows the ion current output#

* I? *

As stated above# measurements mad© at different magnetic field
strengths did not indicate that m m

energetic particles come from 'the

accelerator at higher magnetic fields#
Constiering the long electron mean free path at these pressures
(26*5 cm la He at 5u «*d 8*9 cm in air at

Hg) compared to the

breakdown region dimension© in. the direction of the electric field# it

Is very unlikely that the breakdown 1© diffusion controlled#

The ratios

of electron mean free paths to the radial dimensions of the breakdown
region at a pressure of 3*x Eg for helium and air are 46 and 16,

respectively. The probability of an electro® having an ionising
collision with a gas molecule is therefore ©mil.

The breakdown is

mare likely controlled by secondary electrons fro® the walls of the
accelerator due to electron bombardment* This could account for the
apparent independence of the particle velocities on the magnetic field#
That is* the electron® receive more energy tram the microwave field m
a result of the external magnetic field# but this energy 1© used mostly

In reloading more particles from, the accelerator mils*

Bone of the

energy is also expended in heating the accelerator vails#
Slectronaanetlc force-, m

the plasms*- H© shall estimate the electro*

magnetic force on the plasma# using the same expression which holds In

free space* This 1# a good approximation since in a coaxial cable the
principal mode of transmission is the rat mode * that is# the energy is
almost all in the transverse field©* Under our conditions# the micro
waves may be assumed totally reflected since the skin depth "d” in the
plasma is small compared to the length of the breakdown region* The
skin depth i® given by the expression (6)

where mp

is the plasma frequency and is
4 * n» e
2
«r
%

1/2

_

where
He

electron density

e

charge m

s%

electron

the electron

imm

Assuming a 1-percent ionisation {which is probably high for 'this type
of

bmeMmii)j

the

pMwm

frequency is

iop - S.6fc x 1010 3 ^ £ £

end the akin depth for 2.8j> x IQ? Sjg iSg alcrovaves is
s^c

& * 0 *5 3 ^ c®

In them exper&mnt&, the coexl&l breakdown ctmMmr \ma apprmimately
15 'OS long* or nearly 30 times the shin depth*
.as was shown above# the relationship between the force easerted by
the microwaves and the power is
f

for a reflecting surface,

« H
C

the microwave peak power used in these

espex-iments was 250 for* the force cm a perfectly reflecting plasma

would time tel
f m

m X.&l X 10"2 OBvtOnS
3x11)6

Attsuaiag tee breakdown to occur over a 0#Q2-a length la the accelerator#
a volune of 5*3 x 10*^ 3®^ would b e M partially ionised* At a pressure
of ^,4 % the particle density Is sgproaeiaetely 10^ particle® a5* For
air this would represent a muss of about 2,5 x IX)*15 kg.

The force from

the microwaves act® for Ip sec* Assuming the entire mss of the gas le
accelerated# the velocity would te
,. m mmm
Ft rn m
I.JC
x 10*2 x IX)*6
,
..
a
\
mJmrnmmmmmmmmmmm^mn.
mrn « £>*&
X 1£F
«
2*3 x 1 0 ~ *£
see

this velocity is approximately three time larger than the measured
velocities*
fee of the total m m

of the ip® in the breakdown regies# which is

equivalent to assuming good contact between the lone and neutrals# give®
a lower limit for the velocity attainable from this microwave power*
if# e* Is likely# only the charged particles were accelerated# a much
higher velocity would result*

The total m m accelerated was not mensured and therefore tee
efficiency of energy conversion cannot be calculated*

**

VI,
a. low

20 «*

COHCLUSIQH

density plasm was produced by microwave breakdown in

m evacuated coaxial Qbmfcwr* It was shown that in the case of
helium a moving plasm m e detected as far as 60 cm from the
accelerator at a velocity of 2,h x 10^

sec

*15 percent.

It um&

also shown that the external magnetic field did not affect the velocity
of the plasma# but did influence the output current from the
accelerator.
Other microwave plasma accelerator designs arc now under con
sideration by the author.

To produce larger accelerating forces on

the plasma# continuous wave microwave systems m y be used.

Also the

plasma might be injected into the system rather than be produced and

accelerated by the same energy source.
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Figure 1.- Schematic of microwave circuit and method of making velocity
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Figure 8.- Velocity runs with photocells.

Helium at a pressure of 5m. Hg,
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Figure 10.- Velocity runs with induction probe, helium.
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Figure 11.- Comparison of light signal decay to induction probe signal
decay as a function of distance from the accelerator, air.
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Figure 12.- Comparison of light signal decay to inductive probe signal
decay as a function of distance from the accelerator, helium.
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Figure 13 .- Light decay as a function of distance from accelerator.
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Figure ll+.- Light decay as a function of distance from the accelerator.
Helium at a pressure of 5p Hg.
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Figure 15*- Inductive probe signal decay as a function of distance from
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Figure 16.- Inductive probe signal decay as a function of distance from
the accelerator. Helium at a pressure of 5p Hg.
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Figure 17.- Air. (Upper) electron-ion difference current in microamps as
a function of magnetic field, (lower) relative light outputs corresponding
to currents above.
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A 0NXFCBM tttOMnC F1BID
List of symbols used la these equations
m

was® of electron

a

nuafcer of electrons

V

electro-neutral molecule collision frequency

o

microwave radian frequency

*0

electron cyclotron frequency
plasma frequency

«o

free space dielectric constant

€

effective dielectric constant

In comparing the Efexwell equation, for fields depending on time a®

dU

v# XE «* r— ♦ «T
dt

and the eorrespoMing equation In free space
VIH »

€q I

we can Obtain an eagression far the effective dielectric constent of a
plasma. Only the electron oscillations in the high frequency fields are
considered because the oscillations are too rapid for the heavy ions to
follow*

• %1 ♦

Considering the threats force equation with the collision frequency

being Introduced as- a damping ter® and halting the signetic field to he
in the Z direction onl^ (!>)
m ~

dt
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fcac& into Maxwell’s equations
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'FFSKDIX B
list of

trammitter

Isolator
E*H pl&ise tuner
Waveguide eectloaa

Fulse generator
OsclXXoscqpe
GsciXIo&cope plug-in

Tine delay generator

Bi£Tu©l©& pump
Maehtuiic&l p»|>
loai&ation gage control

Ionisation gage tube
Thermocouple gage control
1?lieTsaDC0Uple gage tube

Oscillograph cmmn&
Phot©cell
Photocell power supply
B.C. power supply

mwopnma

8C8-3Sb
Type ajJX
N k r o M v e A#»oeiat®* Model 172
W'aveXiae, Type 260
Various msMfhcturera

Hewlett Pae&ard Model 212*
Tektrcmlx Type
Te&trooix Type &
Rutherford Model A~2

0*1.0. Type MQN300
Welch Buo Seal
C.V.C. Fhillips F0B-09
C.V.C. Phillips fhg-06
Hasting® Type W
B&stlnge Type W 3 M

Dumoat Type 202
RCA Type 1P21
X.J.B. Corp. Type CS-51H54
O.S. Type IffC 7300. a 600V
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